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WPS Board of Education Meeting   (February 13, 2023) 

Duration: 2 hours 45 minutes 

 

WHS STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE UPDATE 

▪ Emma McCarthy:  

▪ WHS students are running a Superbowl Food Drive and including WIS 

and WMS to collect more food. 

▪ The WHS Sustainable Living class is starting recycling bins, trash bins, 

and composting. 

▪ Josh Metviner: 

▪ Boys basketball and the wresting team made it to the States 

 

RECOGNITION  

Mark Berkowitz: A personal gym in Westport is closing and donated all of its 

fitness equipment. 

The BOE voted to accept $80,000 athletic equipment donation. 

 

HIRES & RESIGNATIONS 

1 Physical Education staff retirement from Hurlbutt 

1 Human Resources director resignation to take a position at another school 

district in Connecticut 

 

POLICY ISSUES  

Modification of “Policy 5316: Use of Private Technology by Students”  

Daniel DiVito: The privately owned tech category in the policy will now include 

verbiage for “smart watches and other wearable technological devices.” The policy 

hasn’t otherwise changed. 

David Felton of the BOE asked about staff searches for tech and asked if parents 

are informed ahead of time. He is concerned that the policy is broad and that 
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objectives of searches aren’t set ahead of a search. He doesn’t want a fishing 

expedition. 

Superintendent Barbiero responded that WHS staff act in locus parentis principle 

without permission of parents to search for tech, drugs, or other items, but parents 

are informed and the situation is documented. Superintendent Barbiero denies 

that there are fishing expeditions, but she did say that if a student seems to be 

causing “cyberbullying or a negative hostile environment” by sharing something 

with other kids, then the school district will ask to look through photos and videos 

on smart phones. 

Melissa Walker of the BOE noted that the policy states that the searches only 

happens if students are violating a school policy/rule. 

Chad Hoeppner of the BOE remarked that common tech devices are becoming 

more and more problematic in school districts. He thinks that at some point, the 

school district may need to grapple with bigger tech problems. “These devices can 

contain everything in the world.” 

 

SPECIAL EDUCATION UPDATE 

Tracy Edwards 

▪ There have been sessions since Sept to discuss Special Ed aspects  

▪ There will be a session to teach families how to read IEPs (Individual 

Education Plans) in March because the IEP format has changed 

▪ On their websites, each school has published the HES Safe School Climate 

Plans strategies for positive productive environments. 

 

FINANCE & OPERATIONS UPDATE 

Phil Cross: As of January, there is a reduction of $206,000 in the balance caused 

by changes in salaries, supplies, and equipment. Because of difficulty with filling 

certain open staff positions, WPS is using a 3rd party provider for $82,000. Legal 

fees have also increased in the district line by $30,000. For supplies, the cost is 

$290,000. Equipment for the new grounds. 
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CONTINUED SUCCESS AND IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

Dr. Tina Henkel was the leader of the presentation about the WPS continual 

improvement plans for each school. Essentially, the the targets were met. 

The NWEA assessments were used along with the Tableaux data visualization tool 

which helps WPS to see and analyze data in various ways. There are 3 sets of data 

each year. These are the findings: 

▪ For WIS, there is a large jump from 5th grade to 6th grade in regards to 

academic topics and standards.  

▪ For WMS math, the NWEA indicated that two biggest weakness has been 

Statistics and Probability. Thus, the WMS Math Workshop developed a 

Statistics & Probability supplemental curriculum to help students. 

▪ For WHS math, the NWEA indicated that Complex Number Systems is the 

area which Weston High School students need the most help with. The 

teachers are engaging students more for this topic. In addition, the school 

is putting up white boards on the walls of the math classrooms to get kids 

to ponder and solve problems before an audience. 

▪ For WHS math, 9th grade students are largely meeting the goals set by WPS. 

For the winter, 74% of 9th grade students are at/above 61st percentile on 

the NWEA. For end-of-year performance, 75% of 9th grade students are 

at/above 61st percentile on NWEA. The significance of the 61st percentile 

designation is that 61st percentile indicates that a student is at grade level. 

This means that about 25% of 9th students aren’t quite at grade level. 

▪ For WHS English Language Arts, 83% of 9th graders are at/above 61st 

percentile of the NWEA for the winter while 80% of 9th graders are 

at/above 61st percentile for end-of-year performance. The significance of 

this is that approximately 20% of 9th graders aren’t quite at grade level. 

▪ For students with disabilities, 42% of these students in grades 1-9 meet or 

exceeded their projected growth targets on the NWEA for the winter. For the 

end-of-year performance, 58% of students with disabilities will meet or 

exceed their projected growth targets.  

For the Action Steps, everything is in progress expect that the Math Action Step is 

on hold because Mr. Antonetti got sick and the WPS was waiting for Tri-State 

Consortium to come in for an evaluation. 
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▪ Principal Meghan Ward of WHS shared the following: 

▪ A 9th grade Algebra 1 teacher is piloting illustrative math with an 

inquiry-based math curriculum (not with Demos). The 9th grade 

teachers met, analyzed data, and determined that the three math 

subjects that required more help are Statistics, Probability, and 

Complex Number Systems.  

▪ WHS math classrooms are making greater use of white boards. 

▪ WPS is beginning an internal curriculum audit. 

▪ For Science, WPS will use a committee to review and initiate Scientific-

based reading methods  

▪ There is no normative assessment for science in WPS, so WPS is piloting a 

tool to assess science learning. 

▪ For the arts, WPS has had 25 arts events across K-12 this year. The number 

of events has increased by 64% since the previous school year. 

▪ There will be a district-wide presentation for parents for the Health 

Learning Environment 

▪ For technology, WPS will implement a digital learning curriculum that aligns 

with the International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE). 

 

FINAL COMMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

When the state of Connecticut adopted the Common Core, it promised to create 

a platform of standardized assessments, but the state was slow to put this 

together. CT finally has these assessments. 

Peter Gordon of the BOE wondered what will be done to improve those students 

who are at the lower end of the NWEA assessments. Dr. Henkel said that the goals 

in the future will be 80% and 90% for the assessments. 

A new WPS website with podcasts and social media is appearing. The current 

website is too cumbersome for both the school staff and users. 

The Open Choice program will pair Norwalk Public Schools with Weston High 

School. The superintendent is excited about this because the 29 students from 

Bridgeport High School come to Weston have a long commute. 


